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Public Relations

\
ABSTRACT

MEDIA. RELATIONS:' THE PLANNED EVENT

By
r

Dr. Mark A. Larson
,Journalism' Department

Humboldt State University
Arcata, California 952l

This paper discusSes the teaching methods used to'introduce public
relations students to planning the media event. It describes in detail-
Daniel Boorstin's concept of's. "pseudo-event," lists the characteristics
of a pseudo-event, develops the relationship between pseudoevents and planned
media events and summarizes the assignment given to students related to this
concep't. Lastly, this paper disCusses some of the societal implications of
the proliferation:of pseudo-events:
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MEDIA RELATIONS:

The following newspaper stories, accompanied by photo`; were published

in recent months: Nancy Reagan appeared at the Republican National, Pi-eSiA;

dential Campaign Headquarters, a rare public political*earance for,her. It

happened to bp the day after her husband declared his intent to run again.

The photo showed her outside the headquarters buying a campaign button from

a vendor.

A California Assemblywoman held a news conference to declare that persons

who take care of zoo animals make more money than persons who Care for

elderly humans. The site of the news conference was the city zoo in the

state capital. She also announced she was. introducing a series of bills which

would attempt,to findadditional money for caring for the elderly.

Mayor Dianne Fdihstein of San Francisco and several other area celebrities

. .
.

recently-permitted themselves,to.be blindfolded and led around the city of
.:.,,

effort to raise moneySan Francisco on a "blindwalk." Thib event was part of an

.

for a non-profit organization that provides services for t

in northern California.

visually impaired

These are not,isolatedexamples of unusual news stories.. Rather, they
.

. .
. 0.

' -.

are relatively common examples'of.Vizltellitent relating to the press:"
I

.

..

Planning is the cornerstone to successful public.relations efforts, and

this is especially true when it ,comes to working with news media personnel.

Practitioners want toimaximize the ikelihood,of having their publicity used

as news by repo'rters1because of the increased credibility of the message and

because it is less ex nsive than buying equivalent advertising time and Space.
A
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The purpose 'of this paper is

to . demonstrate topalic relations students ho;!: much of the news involves-

_N .

eventsthat are carefully planned by public relations practitioners, usually

1

for the-sole.purpOde of being repOrted as news, and ome of the techniques

.
e.

illustrate the teaching methOds used

r, -

used to plan and create these events. ThiS paper wil also discuss the

"implidations of this phenomenon forsociety. This Content is Currently,

used in an introductory public -rela ns principles course, but could be

adapted easily to otherpublicrrelations courses or used in a mass-media'

r

,r
curriculum.

%; , Over twenty years ago, Daniel Boordtin wrote in his book, The Image:

A Guide to Pseudo-Events in.America: "The power to make a reportable event

is thus the power to make experience.", 'He also quoted Edward Bernays:

"'The counsel on public relations not only knows what news value is, but

knowing ..he is position to make news hapPen. He is a cfea or

f events.'"3

11.

-- .

Boorstin used.the term, "pseudo-event," to'desbribe the type of experience

which is *aimed, often

news, media coverage the

"hyped," and is evaluated for success on how much

event receives. A pseudo-event differs fromOther'

planned events, often which are entertaining and fun to Participate

because .publicity events are deSigned tb.be reported

* ,.

Boorstin.suggested pseudo7events often ,meet the7following.set of

characteriStics:

1. A pdeudoevent is not spontaneOUs, but comes about because someone
has planned, planted or incited it.

2. A pseudo-eventis planted primarily, though not always exclusively,
for, the immediate purpose of being reported or being reproduced.
Therefore, its occurrence is arranged Tor the convenience of the
reporting or reproducing media.. Its success is measured by how
widely it is reported.

' y 't .
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A pseudo-event's relation situation,to the underlying reality of the situation
is ambiguous; that.is, what were the real motives behihd the event?
Its appeal arises largely'from this very ,ambiguity.

. Usually it is intended
by saying an event is
intended to be perceived

.

be a self-fulfilling prophecy; that is,
tinguished" or the. "greatest_," it is

as such. '

5.. Pseudo-events are designed,to be.dramatic, an can be planned to be
more exciting, suspensefulland fun to watch th reality.

6. Pseudo-events, being planned for dissemination to the news media, are
easier to re t. Participants in the event are selected for their
newsworthiness'and dramatic interest or appeal.

7. Pseudo-events can be repeated at will,;and thus their impression can
be reinforced.

8. Pseudo-events cost money to create; hence, somebody has an interest
in advertising and extolling them as eventsvOrth coVering-as news
,'or as events worth attending or watching.

Psleudo=events are planned for intelligibility and to be comfortablee`
to watch or attend.

V
10. Pseud'- events are designed to sociable, conversable and convenet

to watch or attend:

My first educational objective related to this concept. is tb get public

relations' students to read and watch the mass media. .They are asked to find
.

one example of a pseudo-event that was covered asgnews for'use inthe'

fr lowing assignment:

ANALYSIS OF A PSEUDO-EVENT:
P.%

- Cite a pseudo-event, using Boorstin's definition, that was covered
as news (either inclose a clipping of the newa'story or describe the
broadcast):

. Analyze the eventin terms of how many pseudo-event characteristics .-
the eventactually had exhibited; also describe the purpose(s) of the
event and elements that involved planning.

Discuss how successful the event was, in terms of the apparent
purpose (remember Boorstin's defin tion of "success" for a.pseudo-event
If you believe it was not very succ sful, suggest ways that this(
partictfar pseudo-event could have b en improved.

. You should also discuss,, if Irelevant; any celebrities involved in-
,.this event and their role.
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.'The first two .chaptprs'.of They Image'... are placed on reserve at the
-

4 library to supplement the in-class introduction'to Pseudo-eVents and working.

With the media for Publicity purposes., In addition, students are shOwn the

-1

videotape, "Land of Hype and Glory," an NBC study by Ed Newman of a variety
.

, ,...

of efforts to get successfl. publicity..
1

(Rental information is in footnote.)
. .

We often. analyze onelcurrent example of pseudo -event in'clasa before.

4

,students undertake the'assignment. For example let's look at the news

story about Nancy Realan'svisit to the campaign headquarters to illustrate'

how many of.Boorstin's pseudo-event characteristics it exhibits:.

1. This was carefully planned.

2. rtelearIywas designed primarily for the purpose of being reported
as TS and5it was extremely successful in achieving that goal.

5
.5. The news story even, mentioned the ambiguity involved in this

situation; why was Nancy doing this; since she rare
participates in political events?

This event-involied self-fulfilling prophecy to the d gree that news
personnel were told ahead of-time that a "newsworthy' event would
occur involving Nancy:

5. Watching Nancy buy a campaign button from a venar end visit campaign
headquarters, was not great drama, but it was unusual, possibly

,interesting and maybe even fun for the journalists to cover.

,6. It was certainly easy for the journalists to cover -- in fact,
transportation had been arranged for them; Nancy also represents a
,participant with built-in news val-ue.

Despiye Nancy's professed reluctance to .participate in such events,
thisbcould and probably will be repeate4,(especially since this
occasion received so much media attention)..

8 & 9.. This event certainly cost money to produce, as just arranging
transportation for all the journalists would be expensive; money
was also spent on preparing.bickground gaterials, news releases,

'coffee and donuts and Other materials used to make the journalists
comfortable and to make the story easy to /report.

10. Judging,from the positive reporting, theevent apparently was
CJ sociable, conversable and convenient to Watch.

Initially,.students are-o en.dubvious about how-easy it might,be to find

Ps
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an example of a pseudo-event in the mass.media. It is not long after the

lecture whiCh senstizes them tosthe presence of pseudo-events, however,

before they begin stopping by the office to show their example to analyze

for the assignment.. This meets the first goal of getting students to watch

.or read the, news media. Anecdotal evidence from students suggests they.

become much more critical consumers of thb news media'after this assignment.

The written assignment is limited to four pages, typed and doubled-spaced.

Grades mire based'are based on how well studentt discuss the assigned points of

analysis and also reflect grammar and spelling errors..

When the assignment is returned to students, we discuss examples which

illustrate planning of events such as,news conferences or other publicity

events. This also involves a discussion ofthe need for news values in
4

events designed to be 'reported by the news media. Occasionally, students

put this information to work immediately in their own Publicity efforts.

Q§ie_specific example involved threstudents who were co- chairpersons of the

publicity committee for the campus "Black Awareness Week." PreviOusly
4

inexperienced in planning publicity events, they made every effort to increase

t., the number of-pyudo-event characteristics for "Black Awareness Week"

events (such as increasing the drama involved,'making the 'events more fun
(

better-

'

to watch and more convenient for reporters to attend and.inviting better-

..
' 'known "celebrities" to attend). Their effofts paid-off, as their events

,-,
. .

.received more local media coverage and had higher attendance than in previoUs

years.

The second educational objective of this assignmeRt is to make students

more aware of the possible effects of staging, pseudo- events in our society.

Boorstin's primary criticism was that pseudo-events tend to lead persons toward

extravagentexpectations of what the world holds and of our power toehape the
1),



world. These expectations may lead us to demand that the "news" be exciting,

dramatic and interesting. We also may come to expect our lives to.match that

level of excitement, which can only 1 to disappointment.

In addition, Boorstin suggested that pseudo-events may be blurring the

edges df reality, creating a world where planned events are more "real" than

reality.

Pseudo - events alto tend to spawn more pseudo-events in a geometric

progression, said Boorstin, and each new event may have to be more exciting

more dramatic and more interesting than the-last to catch the attention of

news reporters. Despite the fact most reporters appear interested and

cooperative in covering most media events, it is possible they may become

jaded from the proliferation of pseudo-events.

Reporters and other persons may alio begin to mistrust motives or

become more cynical if.pseudo-events are over- or miib,used. We, may begin

to'look for what Heilproner-called the "hidden sell": creating situations

of reality in which people respond spontaneously toyour effort.5

To conclude___the_discussion of-Boorstin's pseudo-event concept I simply

ask studente.to try to-recall the last truly spontaneous event in which

they participated.
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